Crystal chemistry

Profile: Julia studied chemistry, physics and maths at A level. She then completed a degree in chemistry and biochemistry at the University of Nottingham in the UK. Julia has worked in protein purification for a number of years, including spending time at the chemical company called Bayer in California, USA. Julia joined the Chemistry Department at York in 1995 where she grows protein crystals for other scientists' experiments.

Q. Why are protein crystals needed?
Julia: You have to grow protein crystals because only a crystal can be investigated by X-ray crystallography. This is used to solve the three dimensional structure of the molecule. This gives a model for the protein and enables drug companies to target drugs and helps biochemists to find out how the proteins work in the body.

Q. Why do proteins make crystals?
Julia: They are like any other molecules. When you change the solubility slowly the molecules line up in a regular lattice. All the protein molecules in one crystal are the same, so the crystal has a regular structure.

Q. Describe how you grow protein crystals.
Julia: We use very tiny amounts of protein solutions. I make a tiny drop of about 1 µl (0.001 cm³) then add substances that slowly make the protein precipitate. These are salts and chemicals called polyethylene glycols (PEGs). The mixture will vary depending on the protein. The drop is hung over a solution. The drop is more dilute than the solution underneath. So gradually, the system reaches equilibrium as water leaves the drop and goes to the solution. As the water leaves, the salts and PEGs change the solubility of the protein and help the crystal to form.

Q. How long does it take to grow a protein crystal?
Julia: That depends on the protein! Anything from 10 minutes to a year. Lysozyme, for example, is an enzyme found in tear fluid. It takes 10 minutes to grow lysozyme crystals. A new protein may take a year because I have to work out the best conditions for growing crystals.

Q. What size is a finished crystal?
Julia: The finished crystals are less than 1 mm across. Sometimes we get one which can be seen with the naked eye – we think of this as enormous! Most of the time they are about 0.1 – 0.5 mm and can only be seen with a microscope.

Q. What shapes do protein crystals have?
Julia: The crystals have rounded shapes. Sometimes they look rod-shaped. They look like gemstones – hexagonal rods and prisms for example.
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Q. Why are their shapes so different from substances like salt?
Julia: Each protein is a very long polymer. These fold up in specific ways depending on the amino acids in the chain. Salt is a simple compound made from two chemical elements, so its crystalline structure will be very different from a protein crystal.

Q. Give an example of a protein you have crystallised.
Julia: I have crystallised the oestrogen receptor. This is a protein found on the surface of cell nuclei. The receptor binds the hormone oestrogen from the blood. When oestrogen is bound to the receptor this causes a change in the DNA made in the nucleus.

Q. What does this protein do in the body?
Julia: Breast, ovaries and bone tissue have lots of oestrogen receptors. These tissues need a supply of oestrogen. If this supply goes wrong, these tissues cannot function properly. Knowing how the hormone and the oestrogen receptor work together helps biochemists understand why the system sometimes does not work.

Q. What happens to the protein crystals after you have grown them?
Julia: They are frozen in liquid nitrogen and then someone does X-ray crystallography on them. Then they are thrown away.

Q. Why must protein crystals be so pure and perfect?
Julia: If the protein solution is not pure we will not get crystals. Also a perfectly formed crystal is needed for X-ray crystallography.

Q. Describe what you like about your job.
Julia: It is very satisfying when I get good crystals and then to see the picture showing the structure. X-ray crystallography is a big area of science in which it is rewarding to see the results. Also, the results are used by drug companies to make treatments for cancer prevention so I feel I am making a contribution to this. The science is very precise and I have to be very accurate.